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VAROLA is pleased to present “Hot & Tasty: New Work by Allen Tombello,” a 
body of work that expands upon Tombello’s interest in the architecture of 
interstitial space and the humorous poetics of the everyday. The installation 
operates on an incongruous alignment, with otherworldly forms built from 
decidedly mundane and matter-of-fact units: hotdog and pizza boxes from 7-
Eleven.
 
Shown only from the inside, the 7-Eleven boxes lose hold of their constitutive 
identity, no longer vessels for industrially produced pizza but formal, structural 
units. Joined together with epoxy, the boxes shift from the geometric to the 
organic, forming a kind of quilted fabric. These “structural skins,” as the artist 
describes them, are a furniture set gone awry: organic and overgrown. As skins, 
they recall the process of molting and its inherent dialectic between presence 
and absence, volume and void. Here, “skin” is arguably a kind of edge: between 
the inside and out, between surface and depth. These are fundamental sculptural
antinomies, and Tombello strikes them at their core.
 
In part, the repeating, readymade geometric forms suggest a lineage with 
minimalism, yet to the tune of the 21st century and with autobiographical 
underpinnings. Tombello deploys the fast food to-go boxes serially, the boxes 
reiterating themselves again and again much like the near-identical iterations of 
the franchise itself. While reflecting the pluralism that has changed the way 
contemporary art is made since Warhol’s Brillo Boxes, the accumulating 
containers also evoke an age of excess, and perhaps, an untenable age wherein 
affordable food equates to fast food – a reality not unfamiliar to the artist himself. 

The pristine gallery space seems to unravel and contort when occupied by 
Tombello’s uncanny furnishings. Here, logical processes lead, counter intuitively, 
to the absurd. Tombello’s forms reveal, and revel in, the comical underbelly of 
the purportedly ordinary, consumer-driven everyday. It is this alternate route, this 
detour that leads us through the familiar only to end up at the strange, that 
Tombello builds frequently in his work, always arriving at a place between. 



Allen Tombello lives and works in Los Angeles. He holds an M.F.A. in Sculpture 
and an M.Arch from the University of California, Los Angeles. He received his 
B.A. from Rhode Island School of Design. Recent exhibitions in Los Angeles 
include Carl Berg Gallery (2010), “Public Interest Project” (2010), LACE, and 
“Making Waves” (2010), Glendale Community College. 

“Hot & Tasty” is curated by Emily Rothrum.

VAROLA is a project space run by New York-based curatorial advisor Helen 

Varola. The gallery is one of ten galleries located on the 2nd foor of the Blue 

building (Space 256) at the Pacifc Design Center. Gallery hours are Tuesday - 

Friday, 1:00 - 5:00 PM and by appointment. 

Free parking for press is available by calling one day in advance at 310-360-

6407. Please also visit MOCA Pacifc Design Center, open Tuesday – Friday, 

11:00- 5:00 PM.
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